A novel method for effective sodium ion implantation into silicon
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Although sodium ion implantation is useful to the surface modification of biomaterials and nano-electronic materials, it is a challenging to conduct effective sodium implantation by traditional implantation methods due to its high chemical reactivity. In this paper, we present a novel method by coupling a Na dispenser with plasma immersion ion implantation and radio frequency discharge. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) depth profiling reveals that sodium is effectively implanted into a silicon wafer using this apparatus. The Na 1s XPS spectra disclose Na$_2$O–SiO$_2$ bonds and the implantation effects are confirmed by tapping mode atomic force microscopy. Our setup provides a feasible way to conduct sodium ion implantation effectively.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the element sodium has attracted more attention in materials modification, especially biomaterials and nano-electronic materials. For instance, nickel titanium (NiTi) shape memory alloys are used in many biomedical applications including actuators, orthodontic arch wires, and cardiovascular stents due to the shape memory effect. However, wider clinical applications have been hampered by the high toxic nickel content. While oxygen plasma immersion ion implantation (PIII) has been applied to increase the corrosion resistance of NiTi alloys and mitigate Ni release, oxygen PIII treatment is not able to enhance the bioactivity of the materials. Therefore, some researchers have proposed the combined use of sodium and oxygen PIII to enhance the bioactivity and corrosion resistance of NiTi alloys. As another example, ZnO-based semiconductors are uniquely suited for high efficiency light emission diodes due to the high exciton binding energy of 60 meV and large band gap of 3.37 eV at room temperature, but the main bottleneck is the difficulty to fabricate stable p-type ZnO. The search for a good p-type dopant has received worldwide attention and sodium doping may provide the needed p-type behavior. However, it is challenging to conduct effective sodium ion implantation by traditional implantation methods because sodium is chemically very reactive. Besides, its low melting point makes high-temperature means dangerous and infeasible. In this work, a novel setup and method are proposed to conduct sodium ion implantation effectively.

II. DESIGN PRINCIPLE AND HARDWARE

The experimental setup is described in Fig. 1. Sodium particles are vented out when the activation current is applied to the Na dispenser. The inductively coupled plasma antenna is located below the evaporation chamber and nitrogen is bled in to sustain the radio frequency (RF) discharge. Following ionization, the Na ions are implanted into the samples which are subjected to a negative high voltage. The apparatus is installed inside the vacuum chamber of the automated multi-purpose plasma processing system with the exception of the direct current (dc) and RF power supplies. The auxiliary gas (nitrogen) is fed into the evaporation chamber at a flow rate of 50 sccm. The dc power supply was turned on when nitrogen was fed into the evaporation chamber at a flow rate of ~50 sccm. The dc power supply was turned on and the current was adjusted to 7 A. The discharge region turned from purple to light yellow after several seconds indicating that sodium was released from the Na dispenser and ionized by the RF discharge. Afterwards, the nitrogen flow rate was reduced to 20 sccm to maintain a pressure of $4.0 \times 10^{-2}$ Pa. A typical implantation process lasted 1.5 h.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Physical electronics PHI 5802, MN) was employed to determine the depth distributions of Na, O, N, and Si. An aluminum x-ray source with a power of 350 W was used. The analysis area was ~1 mm × 1 mm and the photoelectrons were detected at a take-off angle of 45°. The sputtering rate was about 3.96 nm/min. Tapping mode atomic force microscopy (AFM) was conducted to evaluate the surface morphology of a scanned area of $2 \times 2 \mu m^2$. 
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 depicts the XPS elemental depth profiles of the silicon wafer after implanted. The quasi-Gaussian depth profiles of Na reveal that sodium has been implanted into the sample. However, the projected range \( R_p \) of Na is smaller than that of roughly 40 nm calculated by Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter (SRIM) described in Figure 3. It may be due to the chemical activity of sodium. Although the base vacuum in the implantation chamber is 4.2 × 10⁻⁴ Pa, there is residual oxygen in the chamber. When sodium is evaporated from the Na dispenser, most of it is oxidized to form Na₂O. Therefore, the net implantation energy of Na is less than that of elemental Na. Nitrogen is co-implanted and the depth profile consists of contributions from both N₂⁺ and N⁺. The shallower nitrogen peak than the calculated one may be due to sputtering during implantation. However, nitrogen co-implantation does not appear to affect the efficacy of Na implantation. It may be because nitrogen is lighter than sodium and so knock-ons are not severe. In addition, no chemical bonds form between nitrogen and Na. It should be noted that nitrogen can be replaced by argon or another inert gas here, but our results suggest nitrogen which is more economical and adequate. The peak Na concentration is ~10% which may be too low for some surface modification applications. The implantation fluence can be increased by using multiple dispensers simultaneously.

The binding energy of the Na 1\( s \) photoelectrons is between 1070 eV and 1075 eV. The binding energy of series 2–10 in Fig. 4 increases gradually to 1071.8 eV, except series 1. According to Handbook of The Elements and Native Oxides, the binding energy of 1071.8 eV corresponds to the chemical state of Na₂O–SiO₂ suggesting that the implanted sodium is chemically bonded to silicon and oxygen. The bonding energy increases slowly because the ratio of SiO₂ to Na₂O increases with depth. Series 1 indicates the chemical state of the sample surface. It is different from the other series because NaOH can form on the surface of sodium-implanted.
silicon wafer upon exposure to residual air. The surface morphology of the sodium implanted silicon is examined by AFM and shown in Fig. 5(a). The surface roughness increases obviously compared to the control. The RMS roughness values of samples a and b are 0.757 nm and 0.154 nm, respectively. Large Na₂O and/or NaOH particles are observed from the surface. AFM shows indirectly that Na has been incorporated into the silicon sample.

IV. CONCLUSION

A method to conduct sodium ion implantation is proposed and demonstrated experimentally. A quasi-Gaussian Na depth profile is observed and Na ion implantation is not significantly influenced by co-implantation of nitrogen. The \( R_p \) of Na is smaller than that calculated theoretically due to molecular (Na₂O⁺) implantation as confirmed by the Na 1s XPS spectra. It indicates that it is a key point to eliminate the residual oxygen to conduct more efficient sodium implantation. A larger ion implantation fluence can be achieved by using multiple Na dispensers simultaneously. Our setup provides a feasible way to conduct sodium ion implantation effectively.
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